Product Change Notice (PCN)

Date: 03/04/2022

PCN Number: PCN-0374166R-01

To Our Customers:
We appreciate your use of our products. Our commitment in maintaining and improving processes is demonstrated by plans to enhance our product quality, reliability, and manufacturability. The purpose of this notice is to inform you of a product change.

Product(s) Affected: CEP-2242

Reason(s) for Change: Tool replaced.

Description of Change: Form has been updated. Pin lengths have increased by .1mm and the diameter has increased .2mm. The height has decreased by .1mm. The sound hole masking label has been updated to cover the top of the buzzer. Function has increased to produce a min sound pressure level of 77dB and maximum current consumption has increased to 15mA. Operating voltage has also been updated to 4~16 VDC.

Affected Date Code: 3121

Product Availability: All products displaying a date code of 3121 or later include the updated dimensions.
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